This paper provides an introductory tutorial on the fundamentals and the state-of-the-art solutions to automatic spoken language recognition, from both phonological and computational perspectives. It also gives a comprehensive review of current trends and future research directions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spoken language recognition refers to the automatic process that determines the identity of the language spoken in a speech sample. It is an enabling technology for a wide range of multilingual speech processing applications, such as spoken language translation [141] , multilingual speech recognition [116] , and spoken document retrieval [23] . It is also a topic of great interest in the areas of intelligence and security for information distillation.
Humans are born with the ability to discriminate between spoken languages as part of human intelligence [147] . The quest to automate such ability has never stopped [69] , [70] , [89] , [96] , [150] . Just like any other artificial intelligence technologies, spoken language recognition aims to replicate such human ability through computational means. The invention of digital computers has made this possible. A key question is how to scientifically measure the individuality of the diverse spoken languages in the world. Today, automatic spoken language recognition is no longer a part of science fiction. We have seen it being deployed for practical uses [23] , [81] , [116] , [141] .
It is estimated that there exist several thousands of spoken languages in the world [29] , [30] , [58] . The recent edition of the Ethnologue, a database describing all known living languages [71] , has documented 6909 living spoken languages. Text-based language recognition has traditionally relied on distinct textual features of languages such as words or letter substrings. It was arguably established in 1967 by Gold [41] as a closed class experiment, in which human subjects were asked to classify a given test document into one of the languages. It was not until the 1990s, however, when people resorted to statistical techniques that formulate the problem as a text categorization problem [3] , [22] , [37] . For languages that use the Latin alphabet, text-based language recognition has attained reasonably good performance, thus it is considered a solved problem [83] . As words and letter substrings are the manifestation of lexical-phonological rules of a language, this research has led to the conjecture that a spoken language can be characterized by its lexical-phonological constraints.
In practice, spoken language recognition is far more challenging than text-based language recognition because there is no guarantee that a machine is able to transcribe speech to text without errors. We know that humans recognize languages through a perceptual or psychoacoustic process that is inherent in the auditory system. Therefore, the type of perceptual cues that human listeners use is always the source of inspiration for automatic spoken language recognition [147] .
Human listening experiments suggest that there are two broad classes of language cues: the prelexical information and the lexical semantic knowledge [147] . Phonetic repertoire, phonotactics, rhythm, and intonation are all parts of the prelexical information [108] . Although one may consider phones and phonotactics as segmental, and rhythm and intonation as suprasegmental, they are all very different from the lexical semantic knowledge that the words encapsulate, such as semantic meanings and conceptual representations. There is no doubt that both prelexical and lexical semantic knowledge contribute to the human perceptual process for spoken language recognition [108] .
Studies in infants' listening experiments have revealed that when infants have not gained a great deal of lexical knowledge, they successfully rely on prelexical cues to discriminate against languages [108] . In fact, when an adult is dealing with two unfamiliar languages, one can only use prelexical information. But as the infant's language experience enriches or as the adult is handling familiar languages, lexical semantic information will start to play a very important, sometimes determining, role [147] . While we know that it requires a major effort to command the lexical usage of an entirely new language, in human listening studies, we have observed that human subjects are able to acquire prelexical information rapidly for language recognition purposes.
The relative importance of perceptual cues for language recognition has always been a subject of debate. Studies in automatic spoken language recognition have confirmed that acoustic and phonotactic features are the most effective language cues [97] , [150] . This coincides with the findings from human listening experiments [96] , [137] . While the term ''acoustic'' refers to physical sound patterns, the term ''phonotactic'' refers to the constraints that determine permissible syllable structures in a language. We can consider acoustic features as the proxy of phonetic repertoire and call it acoustic-phonetic features.
On the other hand, we see phonotactic features as the manifestation of the phonotactic constraints in a language. Therefore, in this paper, we would like to introduce the spoken language recognition techniques that are mainly based on acoustic and phonotactic features, which represent the mainstream research [87] , [102] , [150] . In what follows, we use the term language recognition for brevity.
We will provide insights into the fundamental principles of the research problem, and a practical applicability analysis of different state-of-the-art solutions to language recognition. We will also make an attempt to establish the connection across different techniques. Advances in feature extraction, acoustic modeling, phone n-gram modeling, phone recognizers, phone lattice generation, vector space modeling, intersession compensation, and score calibration and fusion have contributed to the state-of-the-art performance [13] , [73] , [121] . To benefit from a wealth of publications related to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) language recognition evaluations (LREs) [85] , [86] , [88] , [89] , [102] , we will demonstrate the working principles of various techniques using the NIST LREs as case studies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We will elaborate on the principles, problems, and recent advances in language modeling in Section II. We will introduce the phonotactic approaches and acoustic approaches in Sections III and IV, respectively. Advanced topics in system developments related to Gaussian back-ends, multiclass logistic regression, score calibration and fusion, and language detection will be discussed in Section V. Section VI will be devoted to the NIST LRE paradigm, and, finally, an overview of current trends and future research directions will be discussed in Section VII.
II. LANGUAGE RECOGNITION PRINCIPLES

A. Principles of Language Characterization
The first perceptual experiment measuring how well human listeners can perform language identification was reported in [96] . It was concluded that human beings, with adequate training, are the most accurate language recognizers. This observation still holds after 15 years as confirmed again in [137] , provided that the human listeners speak the languages.
For languages that they are not familiar with, human listeners can often make subjective judgments with reference to the languages they know, e.g., it sounds like Arabic, it is tonal like Mandarin or Vietnamese, or it has a stress pattern like German or English. Though such judgements are less precise for hard decisions to be made for an identification task, they show how human listeners apply linguistic knowledge at different levels for distinguishing between certain broad language groups, such as tonal versus nontonal languages.
Studies also revealed that, given only little previous exposure, human listeners can effectively identify a language without much lexical knowledge. In this case, human listeners rely on prominent phonetic, phonotactic, and prosody cues to characterize the languages [96] , [137] .
The set of language cues discussed above can be illustrated according to their level of knowledge abstraction, as shown in Fig. 1 . Language recognition systems are usually categorized by the features they use, such as the acoustic-phonetic approach, the phonotactic approach, the prosodic approach, and the lexical approach.
Acoustic phonetics: The human speech apparatus is capable of producing a wide range of sounds. Speech sounds as concrete acoustic events are referred to as phones, whereas speech sounds as entities in a linguistic system are termed as phonemes [58] . The number of phonemes used in a language ranges from about 15 to 50, with the majority having around 30 phonemes each [28] . For example, English has a phonetic system that contains 24 consonants and 14 vowels, Mandarin has 21 consonants and ten vowels, and Spanish has 18 consonants and five vowels [147] . Phonetic repertoires differ from language to language although languages may share some common phonemes. For example, retroflex consonants are used in Mandarin but not in Spanish.
The English consonant /8/ (i.e., the voiced th sound) does not appear in Mandarin. These differences between phonetic repertoires imply that each language has its unique set of phonemes [58] , thus acoustic-phonetic feature distributions. Phonotactics: As concluded in phonological studies, each language has its unique set of lexicalphonological rules that govern the combinations of different phonemes. The phonotactic constraints dictate the permissible phone sequences. We note that phonemes can be shared considerably across languages, but the statistics of their sequential patterns differ very much from one language to another. Some phone sequences that occur frequently in one language could be rare in another. For example, consonant clusters, e.g., /fl/, /pr/, and /str/, are commonly observed in English words, while impermissible in Mandarin. Such phonotactic constraints can be characterized by a phone n-gram model [55] .
Prosody: Prosody in general refers to suprasegmental features in running speech, such as stress, duration, rhythm, and intonation [2] . The set of interrelated prosodic features are all important characteristics of spoken languages. For example, the world's languages can be grouped into three rhythm classes: stress-timed languages such as English and other Germanic languages, syllabletimed languages such as French and Hindi, and mora-timed languages such as Japanese [109] . Lexical tone is the most prominent feature of tonal languages, such as Mandarin, Thai, and Vietnamese. Therefore, prosody appears to be useful for distinguishing between broad language classes (e.g., tonal versus nontonal languages). However, human listening experiments reported in [99] , and [108] show that prosodic cues are less informative than the phonotactic one. This observation is consistent with that reported in automatic language recognition [46] , [127] , where it was shown that phonotactic features are far more superior to prosodic features. Furthermore, it remains a challenge to reliably extract prosodic features [100] , [101] . Therefore, we do not go into details about prosodic approaches in this paper. Words and syntax: Languages contain a phonological system that governs how symbols are used to form words or morphemes, and a syntactic system that governs how words and morphemes are combined to form phrases and utterances. Each language has its unique phonological system and syntactic system that can be used for language identification, which characterizes a unique word list or a set of word n-grams [37] . Therefore, the lexical approach seems to be an obvious choice for language recognition. This is also encouraged by human listening experiments where humans do well when they know the languages. One idea is to run multiple large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems for different target languages in parallel [48] , [92] , [115] . The system that gives the highest likelihood score makes the best sense of the speech and is considered as the recognition result. The theory behind this is that, once the system knows what a person is saying, its language is obvious. This study raises an interesting question: If a multilingual LVCSR system has already recognized the language, why do we need a standalone language recognizer? In practice, just like a person would not master a language for the sake of language recognition, we are concerned about the cost effectiveness of using LVCSR for language recognition. As a result, the LVCSR-based lexical approach has not been widely used. The use of phonetic and phonotactic cues is based on the assumption that languages possess partially Li et al.: Spoken Language Recognition: From Fundamentals to Practice overlapping sets of phonemes. The same basis was used in constructing the international phonetic alphabet (IPA). Though there are 6909 languages in the world [71] , the total number of phones required to represent all the sounds of these languages ranges only from 200 to 300 [2] . Phones that are common in languages are grouped together and given the same symbol in IPA. For instance, the GlobalPhone multilingual text and speech database [117] uses a phone set consisting of 122 consonants and 114 vowels. Three nonphonetic units (two noise models and one silence model) are also defined for modeling nonspeech events. The same phone set is used for transcribing 20 spoken languages in the GlobalPhone database.
A systematic study on the extent to which languages are separated in phonetic and phonotactic terms is possible using the GlobalPhone database, in which languages are mapped to a common set of IPA symbols. Fig. 2 compares and contrasts the phonetic histograms of two languages that are arbitrarily selected from the GlobalPhone database in the form of polar plots. The size of the pie shape in the figure indicates the normalized count of a phone in a speech utterance. The three plots in the upper panel were obtained for three different subjects speaking Czech of different contents, while the plots in the lower panel are for another three subjects speaking Portuguese of different contents. A visual inspection easily confirms that the two languages are different in terms of phonetic repertoire and the frequency count of phones, while only slight variations are observed for different instances within the same language despite different speech contents. If we treat the phonetic histogram as an empirical distribution of the language, we may apply similarity measures to provide quantifiable measurements between languages.
We can also use the GlobalPhone database to study the phonotactic differences between languages by examining how well a phone n-gram model of one language predicts the phone sequence across different languages in terms of perplexity [55] . A lower perplexity shows that a phone n-gram matches better the phone sequence, in other words, the phone sequence is more predictable. We expect a low perplexity when the n-gram model and the test phone sequence are of the same language, while high perplexity is expected otherwise. To this end, we first build a phone n-gram model [55] for each of the seven languages selected from the GlobalPhone database that have been transcribed in IPA. We then evaluate the perplexity of the phone n-gram models over some held-out test data for every language pair. Table 1 shows the perplexity measures between languages for the cases of bigram and trigram in the upper and lower panels, respectively. The tabulated data clearly indicate that the lowest perplexity values are always observed when the phone n-gram models and the test data are from the same language. This observation confirms the differences between languages in terms of phonotactics and the effectiveness of using phone n-gram models to quantitatively measure such differences.
While the analysis of the GlobalPhone database was conducted using perfectly transcribed phone sequences, as opposed to an automatic transcription, it illustrates a quantifiable link between phonetic and phonotactic features and language recognition. For the purpose of analysis as described above, phonetic transcriptions were derived from orthographic transcriptions by means of pronunciation dictionaries, as defined in the GlobalPhone database. Furthermore, we use the add-one smoothing method [55] when training n-gram models to deal with the zero-count problem caused by unseen or out-of-set phones for a particular language (recall that the same phone set is used across different languages in the GlobalPhone database).
B. Formulation of Language Recognition
In the following, we state the problem of language recognition from an engineering perspective utilizing the linguistic knowledge sources we described in Section II-A.
Considering a speech waveform in an unknown language, we convert the audio sample into a sequence of acoustic feature vectors O ¼ foð1Þ; oð2Þ; . . . ; oðTÞg, in which oðtÞ is extracted from the waveform at the discrete frame t and there are T such vectors. Let the set of languages under consideration fL 1 ; L 2 ; . . . ; L N g be equally probable. Identifying a language out of the set of N possible languages involves an assignment of the most likely language labelL to the acoustic observation O, such that
which follows a maximum-likelihood (ML) criterion. For the case where the prior probabilities of observing individual languages are not uniform, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion could be used [64] . For mathematical tractability, the language-specific density pðojL l Þ is always assumed to follow some functional forms, for which parametric models could be used. In the simplest case, a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [149] , [150] can be used to model directly the distribution of the acoustic features, as we will see in Section IV.
To deal with phones and phonotactic knowledge sources, we assume that the speech waveform can be segmented into a sequence of phones Y b . Applying the ML criterion, we have now the most likely language given bŷ
In this case, PðY b jL l Þ is the so-called phone n-gram model, which is a discrete probability model describing the phone occurrence and co-occurrences. One subtle difference between (1) and (2) is the stochastic model used, the former being a continuous density function such as a normal distribution, while the latter being a discrete distribution such as a multinomial distribution, depending on the nature of the features we model. In (2), we have assumed that we know the exact sequence of phones in the speech waveform O. In practice, Y b has to be decoded from O by selecting the most likely one from all possible sequences. To this end, we hinge on a set of phone models M, such as a hidden Markov model (HMM), to decode the waveform. The most likely phone sequence could then be obtained using Viterbi decoding
Putting (2) and (3) together, and considering all possible phone sequences instead of the single best hypothesis, we obtain a more general form
More details can be folded in by having M be language dependent or using lexical constraints in the phone decoding [40] , [118] . State-of-the-art language recognizers always resort to simpler cases as in (1)- (3) . In Sections III and IV, we will give a detailed mathematical formulation as to how modeling and the decision rule are implemented in practice.
C. Recent Advances
Contemporary language recognition systems operate in two phases: training and the runtime test. During the training phase, speech utterances are analyzed and models are built based on the training data given the language labels. The models are intended to represent some language-dependent characteristics seen on the training data. Depending on the information sources they model, these models could be 1) stochastic, e.g., Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [149] , [150] and hidden Markov model (HMM) [98] , [149] ; 2) deterministic, e.g., vector quantization (VQ) [125] , support vector machine (SVM) [16] , [19] , [31] , [65] , and neural network [7] ; or 3) discrete stochastic, e.g., n-gram [40] , [46] , [66] , [67] . During the test phase, a test utterance is compared to each of the language-dependent models after going through the same preprocessing and feature extraction step. The likelihood of the test utterance to each model is computed. The language associated with the most likely model is hypothesized as the language of the utterance in accordance to the ML criterion as given in (1), (2) , and (4) in Section II-B.
A wide spectrum of approaches has been proposed for modeling the characteristics of languages. In this paper, we are particularly interested in the two most effective ones: the acoustic-phonetic approach and the phonotactic approach. Fig. 3 shows exemplars from these two broad categories in one diagram illustrating their common ground and differences. The advanced techniques have explored the combination of different features and approaches.
The acoustic-phonetic approach is motivated by the observation that languages differ at a very fundamental level in terms of phones and frequencies of these phones occurring (i.e., the phonetic differences between languages). More importantly, it is assumed that the phonetic characteristics could be captured by some form of spectralbased features. We then proceed to model the distribution of each language in the feature space. Notably, shifteddelta cepstrum (SDC) used in conjunction with GMM has shown to be very successful in this regard [131] , where a GMM is used to approximate the acoustic-phonetic distribution of a language. It is generally believed that each Gaussian density in a GMM captures some broad phonetic classes [110] . However, GMM is not intended to model the contextual or dynamic information of speech.
The phonotactic approach is motivated by the belief that a spoken language can be characterized by its lexicalphonological constraints. With phone transcriptions, we build N phone n-gram models for an N language task. Briefly, a phone n-gram model [55] is a stochastic model with discrete entries, each describing the probability of a subsequence of n phones (more details in Section III). Given a test utterance, each phone n-gram model produces a likelihood score. The language of the most likely hypothesis represents the classification decision. The method is referred to as the phone recognition followed by language modeling (PRLM) in the literature [150] . The languages used for the phone recognizers need not be the same, or may even be disjoint with any of those recognized. The idea is analogous to the case where a human listener uses his native language knowledge to describe unknown languages.
From a system development point of view, it is worth noting that the acoustic-phonetic approach requires only the digitized speech utterances and their language labels, while the phonotactic approach requires the phonetic transcription of speech, which could be expensive to obtain. The two broad categories as described above are by no means encompassing all possible algorithms and approaches available. Variants exist within and between these broad categories, for examples, GMM tokenization [130] , parallel phone recognition [150] , universal phone recognition (UPR) [73] , articulatory attribute-based approach [122] , [123] , discriminatively trained GMM using maximum mutual information (MMI) [14] , [142] or minimum classification error (MCE) [54] , [105] , just to name a few.
State-of-the-art language recognition systems consist of multiple subsystems in parallel, where individual scores are combined via a postprocessing back-end, as shown in Fig. 3 . The motivation of score fusion is to harness the complementary behavior among subsystems provided that their errors are not completely correlated. Also appearing at the score postprocessing back-end is a calibration stage, the purpose of which is to ensure that individual scores are consistently meaningful across utterances. In particular, score calibration has been shown to be essential for a language detection task where decisions have to be made using a fixed threshold for all target languages given test segments with arbitrary in-set and out-of-set languages [85] - [87] . On the other hand, well-calibrated scores also make it easier to map unconstrained scores to a normalized range which can be viewed as confidence scores for downstream consumers. Recent works reported in [8] , [9] , and [12] have shown a unified framework where score calibration and fusion are performed jointly using the multiclass logistic regression. We elaborate further on score calibration and fusion in Section V.
III. PHONOTACTIC APPROACHES
The first sustained effort using the phonotactic patterns was to distinguish languages by comparing the frequency of occurrences of certain reference sounds or sound sequences with that of the target languages [69] , [70] . To do this, we need to first tokenize the running speech into sound units. This can be achieved by a conventional speech recognizer that employs phonetic classes, phone classes, or phones [4] , [5] , [44] , [45] , [62] , [95] , [133] , [143] , [149] as the sound units. The first attempt with phonotactic constraints for language recognition was conducted using a Markov process to model sequences of broad phonetic classes generated by a manual phonetic transcription in eight languages [51] . The Markov process with the broad phone classes was later applied to real speech data for the language identification of five languages [77] . Next, we discuss the tokenization techniques and two common phonotactic modeling frameworks.
A. Speech Tokenization
A speech tokenizer converts an utterance into a sequence of sound tokens. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , a token is defined to describe a distinct acoustic-phonetic attribute and can be of different sizes, ranging from a speech frame, a subword unit such as a phone or a syllable, to a lexical word.
The GMM tokenization technique [130] operates at the frame level. It converts a sequence of speech frames into a sequence of Gaussian labels, each of which gives rise to the highest likelihood of the speech frame. This is similar to a vector quantization process. As GMM tokenization does not attempt to relate a Gaussian label with an acousticphonetic event, it does not require transcribed speech data for model training. Unfortunately, the interframe phonotactics only describe speech dynamics at a range of tens of milliseconds, which is too short to capture the lexical-phonological information. In general, GMM tokenization is inferior to phone or subword tokenization as far as the system performance is concerned.
Another method worth mentioning is the attributebased approach [122] , [123] , which tokenizes speech utterances into sequences of articulatory attributes instead of phones. An advantage of attribute-based units is that they are defined such that the same set of units is common to all languages. The training data available for different languages can, therefore, be shared to build a universal attribute recognizer (UAR). Similar objective was conceived for the UPR front-end [73] with a key difference that the UAR uses a much smaller set of speech units. For example, the work reported in [122] and [123] uses 15 attributes (five manner-of-articulation attributes, nine place-of-articulation attributes, and one silence unit to indicate the absence of articulation).
As a tradeoff between the development cost and effectiveness, the phone units are widely used in the state-ofthe-art systems. A phone tokenizer is also referred to as a phone recognizer, where a phone is typically modeled by an HMM [107] . An open phone loop (or null grammar) configuration [52] , whereby the transition from one phone to the others is equally probable, is often used in the phone decoding process.
We have observed in practice that a phone recognizer in a language can be used to tokenize speech of any other language. For example, a high-quality Hungarian phone recognizer based on long temporal context [90] has been widely used in the community as the phone recognizer for a variety of target languages. The role of a phone recognizer is to provide as accurate as possible phonotactic statistics for language characterization. It is, therefore, not a surprise to know that the accuracy of a phone recognizer has a great impact on the language recognition performance [73] .
B. Phone n-Gram Modeling
Similar to a word n-gram that describes near-distance word occurrences, a phone n-gram captures the patterns of phone sequences using a multinomial distribution. A phone n-gram model typically employs one or multiple phone recognizers as the front-end and phone n-gram modeling for target languages as the back-end. The frontend tokenizes speech inputs based on a common phoneme inventory, while the back-end language model describes what each target language should look like in terms of phone n-gram statistics. Fig. 5 depicts the block diagram of a PRLM language recognition system with a single phone recognizer and phone n-gram models. To illustrate how it works, we take a single phone recognizer, e.g., English phone recognizer, as an example. During training, for each of the N target languages fL 1 ; L 2 ; . . . ; L N g, the training utterances are tokenized into sequences of English phones, which are then used to train the phone n-gram models f 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; N g. At runtime, the test utterance is tokenized by the same English phone recognizer to give a phone sequence of length J, Y b ¼ w 1 ; w 2 ; . . . ; w J . For each target language l, the log likelihood of the phone sequence can be formed as follows:
Equation (5) is also interpreted as the cross entropy between the statistics of the phone sequence Y b that represents the empirical distribution of the test sample, with the phone n-gram models log PðY b j l Þ¼ X w CðŵÞ log P l w j jw jÀ1 . . . w jÀðnÀ1Þ À Á
whereŵ ¼ w j w jÀ1 . . . w jÀðnÀ1Þ and CðŵÞ is the normalized count of the n-gramŵ in the sequence Y b . The cross entropy measures how well a phone n-gram model predicts a phone sequence. By substituting (6) into (2), we can make a language recognition decision. Working in the same principle as PRLM, parallel phone recognition followed by the phone n-gram language model or parallel phone recognition language modeling (PPR-LM) employs multiple phone recognizers, each of which is trained for a language. The multiple phone recognizers provide the statistics of the test sample from different viewpoints. As shown in Fig. 6 , for each of the F phone recognizers, we train N language models for the N target languages. PPR-LM can be seen as a fusion of multiple PRLM subsystems. Given a test utterance, FN language model scores are generated through the FN phone n-gram models, f ;l for f ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; F and l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N. With the scores, one can devise a strategy for language recognition decision making. In the case where we need a single output score, there are many ways to summarize the FN scores into one. One possible way is to fuse the 
where Y b f is the phone sequence generated from speech utterance O by the f th phone recognizer. PðY b f j f ;l Þ is the likelihood score for the lth target language.
C. Vector Space Modeling
The bag-of-sounds framework [72] marks another successful attempt in language recognition. The idea is to represent the empirical distribution of the test sample in a high-dimensional vector. The bag-of-sounds concept is analogous to the bag-of-words paradigm originally formulated in information retrieval and text categorization [113] . The bag-of-words paradigm represents a text document as a vector of word counts. It is believed that it is not just the words, but also the co-occurrence of words that distinguish semantic domains of text documents. One can easily draw the analogy between a sound token in the bag-of-sounds and a word in the bag-of-words. The difference is that we deal with a phone sequence instead of a word sequence.
In the bag-of-sounds framework, we arrange the phone n-gram statistics of both training and test samples into high-dimensional vectors. Fig. 7 depicts the block diagram of a PPR-VSM architecture, 1 in which PPR is followed by vector space modeling (VSM) [73] , [75] . Suppose that we have F phone recognizers with a phone inventory of V ¼ fV 1 ; . . . ; V f ; . . . ; V F g and the number of phonemes in V f is n f . A speech utterance is decoded by these phone recognizers into F phone sequences. Each of these phone sequences can be expressed by a high-dimensional phonotactic feature vector with the phone n-gram statistics. The dimension of the feature vector is equal to the total number of phone n-gram patterns needed to highlight the overall behavior of the utterance. If unigram and bigram are the only concerns, we will have a vector of n f þ n 2 f phonotactic elements, denoted as v f , to represent the utterance by the f th phone recognizer. As shown in Fig. 7 , all the F phonotactic feature vectors are concatenated into a composite bag-of-sounds vector v ¼ ½v After a spoken utterance is vectorized in this way, language recognition can be cast as a vector-based classification problem. The simplest way is to measure the similarity between two composite vectors, one derived from the test utterance and another derived from all the training data of a target language. The similarity between two vectors in VSM can be approximated by the inner product or cosine distance [24] , [114] . If we take a close look at (6), we can find that the cross entropy can be seen as an inner product between the normalized count vector of the test utterance and the vectorized log-probability from the target phone n-gram model.
Vector space modeling techniques benefit from the recent progress in SVM, which offers a low-cost solution to the classification of high-dimensional vectors. The SVM is optimized based on a structural risk minimization principle [138] . Due to its distribution-free property, it has the advantage of providing an excellent generalization capability.
Suppose that we have two bag-of-sounds vectors of B dimensions x ¼ ½x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x B
T and y ¼ ½y 1 ; y 2 ; . . . ; y B T , extracted from two speech utterances. Each of the vectors A similar architecture was also studied in speaker recognition [15] . 
which measures the similarity between two bag-of-sounds vectors.
For each target language, an SVM is trained using the bag-of-sounds vectors pertaining to the target language as the positive set, with those from all other languages as the negative set. In this way, N one-versus-the-rest SVM models are built, one for each target language. Given a test utterance, N SVM output scores will be generated for language recognition. Alternatively, the N SVM scores can be used to produce an N-dimensional score vector [82] , and thus we are able to project the high-dimension composite feature vectors into a much lower dimension of N. The generated N-dimensional score vectors can be further modeled by a Gaussian back-end for classification decision [151] .
D. Phonotactic Front-End
By carefully examining Figs. 6 and 7, we realize that phone n-gram modeling and vector space modeling are using the same phone recognition front-end, such as a PPR front-end, to derive the n-gram statistics. The difference lies in the way of phone n-gram representation. Therefore, any improvement in phone recognition frontend will benefit both modeling techniques.
The study of bag-of-sounds has motivated a series of works to further the design of the PPR-VSM front-end. There have been attempts to explore high-order n-grams and to select discriminative phonotactic features [72] , [73] , [112] , [132] , to redesign phone recognizers that are knowledgeable about the target languages [128] , and to construct diversified acoustic models for phone recognizers to provide different acoustic perspectives [120] . While the phone n-grams are typically estimated over the onebest phone transcriptions, it was discovered that the expected n-gram counts derived from a phone lattice outperform the n-gram counts from one-best phone transcriptions. The improvement is attributed to the richer information available in the lattice than in the one-best results [40] , [118] .
In general, it is believed that more parallel phone recognizers, higher order phone n-grams, and more accurate phone recognizers provide more informative phonotactic features and thus lead to better performing systems.
IV. ACOUSTIC-PHONETIC APPROACHES
As discussed in Section II-A, we believe that each language has its unique phonetic repertoire. In the acoustic-phonetic approach, we attempt to model the acoustic-phonetic distribution of a language using the acoustic features.
The early efforts of acoustic-phonetic approaches to language recognition probably began in the 1980s. A polynomial classifier based on 100 features derived from linear predictive coding (LPC) analysis [27] was studied for recognition of eight languages. A VQ technique with pitch contour and formant frequency features was proposed for recognition of three languages [38] , [42] . A study using multiple language-dependent VQ codebooks and a universal VQ codebook (i.e., general and language independent) was conducted over the LPC derived features for recognition of 20 languages [125] . This study suggests that acoustic features are effective in different settings. A comparative study among four modeling techniques, VQ, discrete HMM, continuous-density HMM (CDHMM), and GMM with mel-cepstrum coefficients, was carried out over four languages, showing that CDHMM and GMM offer a better performance [98] .
In this section, we will discuss feature extraction, two modeling techniques, and intersession variability compensation that all affect the system performance.
A. Acoustic Feature Extraction
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [32] are effective in most speech recognition tasks because they exploit auditory principles, whereby the mel-scale filter bank is a rough approximation to human auditory system's response [106] . It is not surprising that they work well in language recognition as well. To overcome undesired variation across sessions, compensation techniques such as mean-variance normalization (MVN) [52] , RASTA [47] and vocal tract length normalization (VTLN) [68] are typically applied after the voice activity detection (VAD) process, by which silence is removed.
Typically, MFCC features are computed at each short speech segment (e.g., 10 ms) together with their first-and second-order derivatives to capture the short-term speech dynamics. We would like to mention in particular the shifted-delta-cepstral (SDC) coefficients [131] , which are useful for language recognition because they capture the speech dynamics over a wider range of speech frames than the first-and second-order MFCC derivatives. The computation of the SDC features is illustrated in Fig. 8 . The SDC features are specified by four parameters fZ; d; P; kg, where Z is the number of cepstral coefficients computed at each frame, d represents the time advance and delay for the delta computation, k is the number of delta-cepstral blocks whose delta-cepstral coefficients are stacked to form the final feature vector, and P is the time shift between consecutive blocks. and the ith block of delta-cepstral features is computed as
Finally, each SDC feature vector at time t contains Z parameters of static cepstral features and kZ delta features. A commonly adopted SDC configuration is Z À dÀ P À k ¼ 7 À 1 À 3 À 7 leading to kZ ¼ 49 delta features in addition to seven static features. Such SDC features cover temporal information over kP ¼ 21 consecutive frames of cepstral features.
B. Statistical Modeling
Language recognition and speaker recognition have many similarities in terms of technical formulation, methodologies, and evaluation measurement. The statistical modeling technique, with the universal-backgroundmodel-based GMM (GMM-UBM), brings the same success to language recognition that it has brought to speaker recognition [111] . One of the attractive attributes of the GMM is its ability to closely approximate any arbitrarily shaped data distributions, and its ability to model the underlying data classes by the individual Gaussian components. In language recognition, we consider the set of spectral frames from the utterances as a collection of independent samples. A GMM is used to approximate the overall acoustic-phonetic distributions of a spoken language. The GMM modeling technique is popular in language recognition due to not only its ability to model a large class of sample distributions, but also its competitive performance in practice.
For a D-dimensional feature vector o with M Gaussian mixture density functions, the likelihood function of a GMM is a weighted linear combination
Each of the Gaussian density functions is parameterized by a D-dimensional mean vector M i and a D Â D covariance matrix 2 i . A diagonal covariance matrix is normally adopted for the sake of computation simplicity and practical consideration especially when only a limited amount of training data is available. The Gaussian density function is given as follows:
with the mixture weights summing to one,
Given a collection of training feature vectors, a GMM is generally trained with the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [36] , where the model parameters are estimated with the ML criterion. In language identification, we train a GMM for each language for the recognition task as formulated in (1).
In the GMM-UBM paradigm, where UBM is a background model that represents the world's spoken language, we usually start by training a UBM with data from all languages and adapt a GMM model for each language from the UBM using the MAP technique [39] . In practice, we often suffer from insufficient training data to build a GMM from scratch. The GMM-UBM training process offers a solution to overcome such a problem. With a simple formulation yet competitive performance, the GMM-UBM technique has become a reference system in language recognition, which we will further discuss in Section V-C.
As the GMM model operates by capturing the underlying acoustic classes as reflected in the spectral feature distributions for each language, it is vulnerable to undesired variability due to nonlanguage effects, such as speaker and channel. Several training techniques have been attempted to address session variations and to improve discriminative ability, for example, constrained maximum-likelihood linear regression (CMLLR) [119] , soft margin estimation [148] , and MMI training [14] .
C. Vector Space Modeling
Similar to vector space modeling in the phonotactic approaches, there have been effective ways to characterize the spectral features of an utterance as a high-dimensional vector under the SVM paradigm. 
The SVM is typically used to separate vectors in a binary classification problem. It projects an input vector x into a scalar value f ðxÞ, as follows:
where vectors x i are support vectors, I is the number of support vectors, i are the weights, and is a bias. The weights imposed on the support vectors are constrained such that P I i¼1 i ¼ 0 and i 6 ¼ 0. Function ðÁÞ is the kernel, subject to certain properties (the Mercer condition), so that it can be expressed as
where ðxÞ is a mapping from the input space to a possibly infinite-dimensional space. Now, the question is: How do we represent a speech utterance, thus a language, in highdimensional vector space? We will discuss two different vector space modeling techniques that characterize a speech utterance with spectral features and GMM parameters, respectively. After acoustic feature extraction, a speech utterance has become a sequence of spectral feature vectors. Comparing two speech utterances with the SVM, there needs to be a way of taking two such sequences of feature vectors, calculating a sequence kernel operation, and computing the SVM output. A successful approach using the sequence kernel is the generalized linear discriminative sequence (GLDS) [16] . It takes the explicit polynomial expansion of the input feature vectors and applies the sequence kernel based on generalized linear discriminants. The polynomial expansion includes all the monomials of the features in a feature vector.
As an example, for two features in the input feature vector o ¼ ½o 1 ; o 2 T , the monomials with degree two are
T . Let O X and O Y be two input sequences of feature vectors. The polynomial discriminant can be obtained using the mean-squared error criterion [16] . The resulting sequence kernel can be expressed as follows:
where the vectorb
is the average expansion over all the feature vectors of the input utterance O ¼ foð1Þ; oð2Þ; . . . ; oðTÞg. The matrix R is the correlation matrix obtained from a background data set. An approximation of R can be applied to calculate only the diagonal terms [16] . While we consider a GLDS kernel as a nonparametric approach to the language recognition problem, the GMM supervector offers a parametric alternative. Given a UBM and a speech utterance drawn from a language, we derive a GMM supervector m ¼ ½M 1 ; M 2 ; . . . ; M M T by stacking the mean vectors of all the adapted mixture components [18] . In this way, a speech utterance is mapped to a highdimensional space using the mean parameters of a GMM. It should be noted that the MAP adaptation is performed for each and every utterance available for a particular language. For two speech utterances O X and O Y , two GMMs can be derived using MAP adaptation from the UBM to obtain two supervectors m X ¼ ½M
There are a number of ways to compare two speech utterances in terms of the derived mean vectors. A natural choice is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, which can be approximated by the following upper bound [18] :
We can then find the corresponding inner product that serves as a kernel function, i.e., the so-called KL kernel [18] , as follows:
Note that the KL kernel only accommodates adaptation of GMM to mean vectors while leaving the covariance matrices unchanged. A Bhattacharyya kernel [145] was proposed that allows for adaptation of covariance matrices, showing an improved performance. Similar to the KL kernel, the Bhattacharyya kernel represents speech utterances as the adapted mean vectors of GMMs The difference lies at the adapted covariance matrices 2 X i and 2 Y i , which appear as the normalization factors to the adapted mean vectors [145] . Here,M i and2 i are, respectively, the mean vectors and covariance matrices of the UBM. In [19] , the KL kernel was extended to include covariance matrices into the supervector. An interesting interaction between the GMM supervector and the SVM is that SVM parameters can be pushed back to GMM models that allow for a more effective scoring.
Finally, for each target language, a one-versus-the-rest SVM can be trained in the vector space with the target language being the positive set and all other competing languages being the negative set. A decision strategy can be devised to summarize the outputs of multiple one-versusthe-rest SVMs during the runtime test, as suggested in Section III-C.
D. Intersession Variability
In language recognition, we face several sources of nonlanguage variability, such as speaker, gender, channel, and environment, in the speech signals. For simplicity, we refer to all such variabilities as intersession variability, that is, the variability exhibited by a given language from one recording session to another. The class of subspace methods for model compensation, such as joint factor analysis (JFA) [21] , [57] , [140] and nuisance attribute projection (NAP) [124] , which originated from speaker recognition research, is useful to address the variability issues. The idea of the subspace techniques is to model and eliminate the nuisance subspace pertaining to intersession variability, thereby reduce the mismatch between training and test. Recent efforts have brought the subspace methods from model domain to feature domain, such as the feature-level latent factor analysis (fLFA) [56] , [139] and feature-level NAP (fNAP) [20] that have shown superior performance in language recognition. Feature domain compensation is not tied to a specific model assumption, thus, it could be used for a wider range of modeling schemes. We explain the working principle of fLFA as follows.
We assume that the GMM supervector m, derived for a speech utterance, can be decomposed into the sum of two supervectors m ¼m þ Uz (20) wherem is the UBM mean supervector, U is a low-rank matrix projecting the latent factor subspace into the supervector model domain, and z is a low-dimensional vector holding the latent factors for the current speech utterance and language [139] . Matrix U can be estimated using an EM training based on the principal component analysis [126] , and the latent factors z are estimated for each session using the probabilistic subspace adaptation method based on MAP estimation [80] . In order to conduct feature-domain compensation, (20) can be rewritten as
where M i andM i are the mean vectors of the ith Gaussian component of the GMM and the UBM, respectively. Submatrix U i is the intersession compensation offset related to the ith Gaussian component. The compensation of feature vector oðtÞ is obtained by subtracting a weighted sum of the intersession compensation bias vector
where i is the Gaussian occupation probability. Most recently, another factor analysis technique, i-vector [34] , has become very popular in speaker recognition and has been also introduced to language recognition [35] . The i-vector paradigm provides an efficient way to compress GMM supervectors by confining all sorts of variabilities (both language and nonlanguage) to a lowdimensional subspace, referred to as the total variability space. The generative equation is given by m ¼m þ Tw (23) where matrix T is the so-called total variability matrix. The latent variable w is taken to be a low-dimensional random vector with a standard normal distribution. For a speech utterance O, its i-vector is given by the posterior mean of the latent variable w, i.e., EfwjOg. Since T is always a low-rank rectangular matrix, the dimensionality of the i-vector is much smaller compared to that of the supervector m.
One subtle difference between the total variability space T and the session variability space U, as given in (20) , is that the former captures both the intersession variability as well the intrinsic variability between languages, which is not represented in the latter. As such, matrix U is used to remove the unwanted intersession variability, whereas the purpose of matrix T is to preserve the important variability in a much more compact form than the original supervector. Compensation techniques are then applied on the i-vectors to cope with the intersession variability. To this end, the linear discriminant analysis has been shown to be effective [35] . It is worth noting that, though labeled data are not required for training the total variability subspace pertaining to the i-vectors, the subsequent compensation techniques can only be effective when training data for the intended intersession variability are available.
V. TOPICS IN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS
Most state-of-the-art language recognition systems consist of multiple subsystems, which include various forms of acoustic or phonotactic approaches, as described earlier.
Each subsystem provides an expert view about the input speech. To make a balanced decision that reflects a mixture of expert views, we rely on an effective fusion technique. By combining the individual outputs, we aim at a higher accuracy than that of the best subsystem [59] . The ways in which subsystems can be combined are numerous [49] , [53] , [59] . While fusion can take place at the feature, model, or score levels, studies have shown that fusion at the score level is the most effective in delivering increased accuracy [104] . In this section, we show the latest advances in decision fusion whereby output scores from component subsystems are combined at the score level through the use of Gaussian back-end and multiclass logistic regression. The combined scores for the overall system could then be used for the purpose of language identification and verification.
A. The Magic of Gaussian Back-End
The notion of a Gaussian back-end was first introduced and adopted in [151] for the fusion of likelihood scores from phone n-grams. It was then extended to a general fusion device taking scores from recognizers of any kind, be it phonotactics or acoustics based. The importance of the Gaussian back-end is twofold: fusion and calibration.
We consider the output scores from subsystems as elements of a score vector. If there are K subsystems and N target languages, then there are KN elements in the score vector. That is, the score vectors from the component subsystem, each producing N number of scores sðk; lÞ, are stacked to form the score vector s ¼ ½s
where s k ¼ ½sðk; 1Þ; sðk; 2Þ; . . . ; sðk; NÞ T . During the training phase, the collection of score vectors associated with a given target language are used to train a multivariate normal distribution, one for each of the N target languages. With the ML criterion, the mean vectors of the Gaussian models are given by the sample means of the score vectors based on the language labels. The covariance matrices are estimated in a similar manner, subject to constraints, like, tied, diagonal, full, or structured covariance, by which model complexity could be controlled. Let fM l ; 2 l ; l ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng be the set of Gaussian backend parameters consisting of class-dependent mean vectors and covariance matrices. The back-ended scores, s 
where terms common to all classes are consolidated as ¼ ðs T 2 À1 sÞ=2 þ C and discarded. Here, C accounts for the normalization factor in the Gaussian function. Clearly, the simplification leads to scaling of the Gaussian likelihoods consistently for all l with a common scaling factor of expðÀÞ, which essentially disappears when the likelihood ratio or posterior probabilities are computed.
The back-end function in (24) is made linear with respect to the input raw scores s by tying the Gaussian models with a common covariance matrix. The covariance matrix is trained by pooling data across all languages after removing the mean. Besides parameter tying, we could also resort to diagonal or full covariance leading to a linear back-end with different complexity. To compromise between these two, we may consider using the factor analysis or the probabilistic principle component analysis for modeling the covariance. In [17] and [132] , the linear discriminant analysis was used on the score vectors coming out from each core recognizer. The resulting score vector is, therefore, decorrelated justifying the use of a diagonal covariance matrix.
Another form of the back-end is obtained by imposing a heteroscedastic assumption on the score space, as opposed to the homoscedastic assumption where covariance matrices are tied. As the covariance matrices become different for each target language, an additional quadratic term s T 2
À1 l s appears in the back-end function. A quadratic back-end is particularly useful for modeling out-of-set languages, which generally exhibit larger variation in the score space [11] .
The essential element of back-end processing is to recognize languages in the score space by using the output from one or more subsystems (e.g., PPR-LM, SVM, GMM) as features. These subsystems could, therefore, be viewed as score generators [144] . The scores produced by the subsystems can be in different forms, for instance, loglikelihood, class posterior, or any deterministic distance measure (e.g., Mahalanobis distance). Using a generative score-vector model for each class in the form of a multivariate normal distribution per class, the back-ended scores are calibrated into well-behaved log-likelihood scores from which application-dependent decisions can be made systematically [8] , [134] . At the same time, the back-end effectively performs fusion of the recognizers.
Another interesting byproduct of using the Gaussian back-end is that we can now use it for new languages for which we have only a limited amount of development data. With K subsystems for N target languages, we can train a Gaussian model using score vectors for the ðN þ 1Þth language, a new target language, as long as we are given some developmental data from this language. This is also particularly useful to model out-of-set languages. To this end, the score vectors associated with nontarget languages are pooled and used to train a Gaussian model. Out-of-set languages are then treated as an additional class representing the none-of-the-above hypothesis.
B. Multiclass Logistic Regression
Another way of combining likelihood scores from multiple subsystems is the product rule [104] , [150] , or equivalently, the sum of log likelihoods as follows:
sðk; lÞ (25) for l ¼ 1; . . . ; N. The underlying assumption in (25) is that the output scores SðOj k;l Þ from the models k;l can be interpreted as likelihood measures and the subsystems are independent of each other. No training is required where the log-likelihoods are essentially summed with equal weights. A more general form could be obtained by introducing additional control parameters as follows:
for l ¼ 1; . . . ; N. Note that the weights k assigned to subsystems are used across all target languages, while biases l are made dependent on the targets. The fusion function is linear with respect to the log-likelihood scores. The weights and biases could be found by an exhaustive grid search optimizing some application-dependent cost functions [74] . A more systematic way is to use a multiclass logistic regression model [43] for the class posterior 27) and to find the parameters that maximize the log-posterior probability on the development data, as follows [8] , [10] , [12] , [134] :
In the above equation, M is the number of training samples and ml is the training label, i.e.,
Here, w l for l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N are weighting factors used to normalize the class proportion in the training data. If there are an equal number of training samples for each target language (or normalization is not intended), then we set w l ¼ 1. With w l ¼ M=ðM l NÞ, we normalize out the effect of class population M l from the cost function, where N is the number of target languages. No closed-form solution exists to maximize (28) . A conjugate gradient-descent optimization technique was found to be the most efficient among several other gradient-based numerical optimization techniques [10] , [93] . Notice that calibration is achieved jointly with score fusion via (26)- (29), where subsystem scores are combined in the first term on the right-hand side of (26), while score calibration is achieved by scaling and shifting of the input scores. When K ¼ 1, (26) reduces to a score calibration device. Such a form of calibration is referred to as the application-independent calibration in [8] , [9] , and [135] , the purpose of which is to allow a threshold to be set on the calibrated scores based on the cost and prior (i.e., the application parameters). Setting of threshold is crucial especially for language detection and open-set language identification tasks. The rationale behind this, as given in [12] , is as follows. To make a decision with uncalibrated scores, one needs to probe the subsystem to understand the behavior of its output scores and, thus, to learn where to put the threshold. In contrast, given well-calibrated scores, one can calculate the risk expectation in a straightforward way and, thus, make minimum risk decisions with no previous experience of the subsystem.
C. Identification and Verification
In a similar way as humans perceive the problem, it is intuitive to see automatic language recognition as an identification task. Given a spoken utterance, we match it against a predefined set of target languages and make a decision regarding the identity of the language spoken in the segment of speech. Another closely related recognition problem is language verification or detection. Here, we are given a speech segment and the task is to decide between two hypothesesVwhether the speech segment is from a target (or claimed) language.
Language recognition could be best manifested as a multiclass recognition problem where the input is known to belong to one from a set of discrete classes. The objective is to recognize the class of the input. In what follows, we adopt the formulation proposed in [8] and [10] to further illustrate the problem.
We are given a list of N target classes, fL 1 ; L 2 ; . . . ; L N g, for each of which a prior probability is given (a flat prior could be assumed in a general application-independent setting). In the closed-set scenario, fL 1 ; L 2 ; . . . ; L N g represents N different explicitly specified languages. In the open-set case, L 1 ; L 2 ; . . . ; L NÀ1 are explicitly specified languages, and L N denotes any of the yet unseen out-of-set languages. Such an open-set scenario could be handled by introducing an artificial ''none-of-the-above'' class into the target set, for instance, at the Gaussian back-end. Given a spoken utterance O and the set of target languages, we have the following different, but closely related, tasks [8] , [10] .
Language identification: Which of the N languages does O belong to? Language verification: Does O belong to language L l or to other languages (i.e., one of the other N À 1 languages)? For the identification task, we compute the likelihood given each language and select the language hypothesis that yields the highest likelihood. The language verification or detection is a binary classification problem, where a decision has to be made between two hypotheses with respect to a decision threshold. In Section VI, we look into more details regarding threshold setting and performance assessment following the language detection protocol as established in NIST LREs.
VI. THE NIST LRE PARADIGM
A. Corpora for LREs
The availability of sufficiently large corpora has been the major driving factor in the development of speech technology in recent decades [25] , [26] , [63] , [76] , [87] , [94] . To model a spoken language, we need a set of speech data for the language. To account for the within-language variability, which we also call intersession variability, such as speaker, content, recording device, communication channel, and background noise, it is desirable to have sufficient data that include the intended intersession effects.
The first large-scale speech data collection for the purpose of language recognition research was carried out by OGI in the early 1990s. Their efforts resulted in the OGI-11L and OGI-22L corpora [63] , [94] , which are now distributed through the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). As its name implies, the OGI-11L is a multilanguage corpus of 11 languages. The number of languages was expanded to 22 in OGI-22L. Similar data collections were organized by LDC leading to the CallHome and CallFriend corpora, consisting of 6 and 12 languages, respectively. The aforementioned corpora were collected over the telephone network, which reaches out to speakers of different languages easily over a wide geographical area [94] . Both OGI-11L and OGI-22L are monologue speech corpora, where the callers answer to the questions prompted by a machine. The later collection of CallHome, CallFriend, and Mixer [25] corpora was motivated by a more challenging task aiming at conversational speech using dialog between individuals.
Another drive that has contributed to advances in speech research is the effort toward standard protocols for performance evaluation. The paradigm of formal evaluation was established by NIST in response to this need by providing the research community with a number of essential elements, such as manually labeled data sets, well-defined tasks, evaluation metrics, and a postevaluation workshop [87] .
LREs were conducted by NIST in 1996 NIST in , 2003 NIST in , 2005 NIST in , 2007 NIST in , 2009 NIST in , and 2011 . It is evident that more languages are being included from year to year, as can be observed in Table 2 , which summarizes the language profile. Another highlight is that NIST LRE has set out to focus on a detection task since its inception, as both closed-set and open-set identification problems can be easily formulated as applications of the detection task. Furthermore, performance measures such as identification accuracy, which depends on the number of target languages, could be factored out in the detection task.
NIST LREs have also sought to examine dialect detection capabilities, besides language detection. While the term dialect may have different linguistic definitions, it means a variety of language that is a particular characteristic of speakers from a specific geographical region. For instance, the dialects of interest include variants of Chinese, English, Hindustani, and Spanish in LRE 2007, as shown in Table 2 . Dialect detection is generally believed to be more challenging [6] , [79] than language detection, as the precise boundaries between dialects are not always clearly defined. In addition to the specified target languages (and dialects), several out-of-set languages (marked as ''O'') have also been included.
The emphasis of NIST LREs has been on conversational telephone speech (CTS), since most of the likely applications of the technology involve signals recorded from the public telephone system [87] . In order to collect speech data of more languages in a cost-effective way, NIST has adopted broadcast narrowband speech (BNBS) lately in LRE 2009 and LRE 2011 [26] . BNBS data are excerpts of call-in telephone speech embedded in broadcast and webcast. The call-in excerpts are used as we could expect them to cover as many speakers as possible. Broadcast entities like the Voice of America (VOA) broadcasts in more than 45 languages. Alternatively, the British Broadcast Company (BBC) also produces and distributes programs in a large number of languages. They have become an invaluable source of multilingual speech data.
B. Detection Cost and Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) Curve
In the detection task as defined in NIST LREs, system performance is evaluated by presenting the system with a set of trials, each consisting of a test segment and a Li et al.: Spoken Language Recognition: From Fundamentals to Practice hypothesized target language. The system has to decide for each trial whether the target language was spoken in the given segment.
Let N T be the number of test segments and N be the number of target languages as defined earlier. By presenting each test segment against all target languages, there are N T number of trials for each target and the system under evaluation should produce N Â N T number of true or false decisions, one for each trial. The primary evaluation measure is the average detection cost, defined as follows:
where C DET ðL l Þ is the detection cost for the subset of N T trials for which the target language is L l
The miss probability (or false rejection rate) P miss accounts for the error when a test segment of language L l is rejected as being spoken in that language (i.e., classifying a target trial as a nontarget trial). The false alarm probability (or false acceptance rate) P fa ðL l ; L m Þ accounts for the error when a test segment of language L m is accepted as being spoken in language L l (i.e., classifying a nontarget trial as a target trial). The probabilities are computed as the number of errors divided by the total number of trials in each subset.
The application parameters fC miss ; C fa ; P tar g were set to the values f1; 1; 0:5g in past evaluations, where the costs for making both types of errors C miss and C fa are set to be equal, and P tar is the prior probability of a target foreseen for a particular application. In Section VI-C, we show how the P tar can be used to set the decision threshold. Putting together these components, the average detection cost can be expressed as
Notice that the miss probabilities P miss ðL l Þ are computed separately for each target language, and for each l the false (32) . See [88] , [89] , and [102] for details. The hard decisions used for the computation of the detection cost in (32) are usually obtained based on whether the scores produced by a system exceed a chosen threshold ¼ DET . The intrinsic assumption with such a threshold-based decision is that the higher score supports more the target hypothesis, while the lower score supports the alternative. Another way to assess the system performance is to allow the threshold to change across a range of possible operating points. The resulting plot of P miss ðÞ against P fa ðÞ for different values of is referred to as the detection-error-tradeoff (DET) curve. An example of a DET plot is shown in Fig. 9 . Notice that the axes of the DET plot are warped according to the probit function, i.e., the inverse cumulative density function of a standard Gaussian distribution, making it different from the traditional receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) curve [43] in several ways. Notably, the curve becomes a straight line if the target and nontarget scores are normally distributed [84] . The direct consequence is a less cluttered plot than a set of ROC curves when several DET curves are produced on the same graph.
The DET curve shows what happens as the decision threshold traverses across different operating points by which the error probabilities P miss ðÞ and P fa ðÞ change in opposite directions. That is, there is an inherent tradeoff between the two errors. Another point to note is that the error probabilities are first computed separately for each target language and averaged to produce P miss ðÞ, similarly for P fa ðÞ. This is not the same as computing directly the error probabilities using the pooled scores (see [136] for a detailed analysis of why the latter should be avoided). Another visual advantage of DET is that we could show the actual decision operating point on the curve to see how ''far'' it is from the operating point producing the minimum cost.
C. Performance Assessment on NIST LRE Corpora
Since 1996, NIST has conducted six evaluations of the automatic language recognition technology, most recently in 2011. For the language detection tasks, the participants were required to provide two outputs for each trial, a hard decision and a soft score that represents the degree of support for the target hypothesis with respect to the alternative hypothesis. The hard decisions are used to compute the average detection cost C avg in (32), which serves as the primary evaluation measure. The soft scores are used to assess the system performance across a wide range of operating points leading to the DET curve. Fig. 9 shows the DET plots for the detection task with test segments of three different durations, namely, 30, 10, and 3 s, as designated in the LRE 2011. The DET plots show the results for a four-subsystem fusion in Fig. 10 , which consists of three acoustic-phonetic subsystems and a phonotactic subsystem using the target-aware lattice rescoring (TALR) technique [73] , [128] , [129] . The three acousticphonetic subsystems are SVM with the Kullback-Leibler kernel (KL-SVM) [16] , [18] , SVM with Bhattacharyya kernel (BHATT-SVM) [145] , [146] ; and i-vector [34] , [35] . The results as shown are comparable with other top performing systems reported on the same LRE 2011 data set [13] , [121] . 2 Notice that the closer the curve is to the origin, it indicates the better performance. It is apparent that language recognition performance becomes increasingly challenging as the length of the segments decreases. Also marked on the DET plots are the minimum cost and actual decision points indicated, respectively, with a circle and a square on each curve. We obtain the minimum point by sweeping through the DET curve to find the operating point which produces the lowest cost. Ideally, this should coincide with the actual decision point ¼ DET if the threshold was set properly.
The need to set a threshold is application dependent. Given the application parameters fC miss ; C fa ; P tar g, a threshold is set to minimize the detection cost as in (32) . Traditionally, this was done by probing the recognizer using a development data set and setting the threshold at the operating point that gives the lowest cost. The drawback of this approach is that the same procedure has to be repeated when a new set of application parameters is given. A more systematic approach, which has been widely accepted in the community, is to postprocess the scores via the so-called application-independent calibration (see Section V-B). Let fs 0 l ; l ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng be the log-likelihood scores obtained from the calibration. For the detection task, we form the detection log-likelihood ratio [8] , [10] , [12] 
The detection threshold can then be set for any particular set of application parameters [8] , [10] , [12] DET ¼ À log C miss P tar C fa ð1 À P tar Þ ! :
In essence, the detection cost is minimized indirectly via the optimization of the surrogate cost in (28) formulated on the multiclass regression model. Fig. 10 shows the schematic diagram of the foursubsystem fusion, the DET curve of which is depicted in Fig. 9 . A common strategy, which was shown to be useful in several reports, is to use a Gaussian back-end (see Section V-A) to summarize each individual subsystem, and to fuse (and calibrate) the resulting Gaussian back-end score together with those from other subsystems via a multiclass logistic regression model. Fig. 11 shows the minimum and actual detection cost for the individual subsystems. In general, the acoustic-phonetic subsystems (i.e., the KL-SVM, BHATT-SVM, and i-vector) are equally competitive as their phonotactic TALR counterparts. It is generally believed that the major factor for attaining classifier fusion with a better accuracy is the diversity in the subsystems [61] . Such subsystems complement each other through the fusion process to produce the best performance. It is worth noting that the small gap between the actual and minimum costs in Fig. 11 shows the effectiveness and the need of score calibration.
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we have discussed several key aspects of language recognition, covering language characterization, modeling techniques, and system development strategies. While we have seen tremendous progresses in the past decades, language recognition is still far from perfect. As far as language characterization is concerned, we have not been able to effectively venture beyond acoustic-phonetic and phonotactic knowledge, despite the fact that there exists strong evidence in human listening experiments that prosodic information, syllable structure, and morphology are useful knowledge sources. Nonetheless, recent advances reported in [33] and [60] have shown a revival of interest in prosodic features as well as their effective modeling techniques.
The study of phonetics and linguistics has a long history, which provides insights into the origin of language families and the lexical-phonological relationship between languages. However, we have yet to benefit from a wealth of such discoveries [1] . Nonetheless, with a better understanding of the fundamental problems, we have seen several encouraging directions in which we could further the research. We briefly name a few in the following.
In phonotactic approaches, it is clear that good performance relies on effective phonotactic characterization of speech. As shown in Section II-A, perfect phone transcription will provide distinctive phonotactic statistics for languages. An obvious option is to improve the phone recognizers in the tokenization front-end with a better modeling technique, such as the left-context-right-context FeatureNet [90] and deep neural networks [50] , [78] . Nonetheless, we also realize that we will never be able to achieve perfect phone transcription. An alternative is to find a better way in extracting the phone n-gram statistics using existing phone recognizers, while continuing the efforts to improve the phone recognition accuracy. Several attempts have shown positive results along this direction. The lattice-based phone n-gram statistics [40] make use of the posterior probability as the soft counts as opposed to phone n-gram counts. The target-oriented phone tokenizer [128] and target-aware lattice rescoring [129] suggest different ways to make use of the same phone recognizer to create diverse statistics from the same source. The cross-decoder (or cross-recognizer) phone co-occurrences n-gram [103] , for the first time, explores phonotactic information across multiple phone sequences from parallel phone recognizers. These studies have shown that it is worth the effort to explore phonotactic information from different perspectives.
In acoustic approaches, the latent factor modeling technique, as used in JFA [57] , [140] and i-vector [34] , is unleashing its potential in language recognition [35] . We envisage its use for hierarchical modeling of languages. In particular, a latent factor model could be used to capture the majority of useful variability among languages from a distinct language cluster, using separate subspaces for each language cluster. Discrimination between languages can then be done locally in each subspace corresponding to a language cluster. From a modeling perspective, the idea can be seen as an extension to the i-vector approach (see Section IV-D), where we used multiple subspaces, instead of one total variability space, each corresponding to a language cluster.
In system development, we have shown the usefulness of the Gaussian back-end for decision fusion and calibration. One subtle problem that a system designer may encounter is the duration-dependent nature of the Gaussian back-end. The score vectors produced by the front-end recognizer exhibit larger variation for the test segments with longer durations. This problem is traditionally dealt with by having a separate back-end for each of the nominal durations the system designers could foresee. In [91] , a simple parametric function is used to scale the log-likelihood scores so that a single Gaussian backend could be used for all durations. A more elegant, but challenging, way could be to model directly the covariance matrix as a function of the test segment duration, so that the covariance of the Gaussian back-end could be updated on the fly according to the test duration.
The need for fast, efficient, accurate, and robust means of language recognition is of growing importance for commercial, forensic, and government applications. The 
